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Introduction
“And I will show Your Most Illustrious Lordship what a woman can do.” These words
are by the miraculous baroque artist Artemisia Gentileschi, a Renaissance woman who took the
plunge into a male-dominated profession.1 Women have taken the back seat throughout all
walks of history. On the subject of their representation in art history, there was an extended
period when researchers and scholars completely overlooked them. Due to negligence,
knowledge of a marketable female artist of the Renaissance was close to an urban legend. Now,
through mending neglected recognition, the existence of marketable female Old Masters is bona
fide in the past and present tense. Recent scholarship, exhibitions, and events contribute to
bringing overlooked artists to the forefront of the market and breaking down previous lesser
notions about women’s work. Many of these sources focus on these Italian artists: Sofonisba
Anguissola, Lavinia Fontana, Artemisia Gentileschi, and Barbara Longhi. While this revival is
phenomenal, one cannot ignore the damage done by overlooking female Old Masters for
centuries. Studying the market as a whole, one can examine an incredible surge in activity in the
art market in recent years. Renaissance artists are making headlines by exceeding their estimated
prices at auction. The core foundation of a confident investment is for the collector to know the
work is substantiated. With renewed interest in female Old Masters, it has created a bigger
platform for them to flourish on the market. However, even with the deafening silence finally
breaking, it has not cured gender biases. Posing the question: Is the revival of these women’s
accomplishments correlated with a rise in auction prices? Or, are female Old Masters still
undervalued?

1

Stanton, D. C. (1987). The female autograph: Theory and practice of autobiography from the tenth to the twentieth
century. Univ. of Chicago Press.
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In the first chapter, gender studies of the Renaissance period will lay an art historical
foundation. This groundwork will give context to the limitations women faced as artists and how
they cracked the barrier of artistic inequality within privileged circumstances. Progressive
dynamics during the Renaissance hint at possible beginnings of gender equality, but these
milestones quickly diminished over time. Ultimately, triumphs and full acknowledgment of
these extraordinary women disappeared for centuries. Brief biographical backgrounds on each
individual artist will bestow proper recognition of their professional abilities.
Therefore, chapter two will study the historiography of these artists by observing dates
that lifted the veil; analyzing when these women came to light in art history. Historiography
includes scholarship, exhibitions, and conservation projects from the Renaissance to
contemporary. Focusing on 1980’s through 1990’s publications that confront the lack of
acknowledgment of female artists and if any that analyze positive market trends. Diving into
cases misattributed works and how they have plagued the market for women is covered in
reaction to lack of scholarship.
A modern lens on female Old Masters will give context to the thesis at hand. Is the spike
in scholarship surrounding Italian female artists and auction sales are correlated? Research has
concluded that highly respected women of the Renaissance were players in the market, and
analysis of today's market will show if there is any transparency within auction sales. Chapter 3
will transition to analyze the current demand for these women at auction. Comparisons to their
male counterparts will give a more precise context. Through self-made charts based of
Artprice’s data, will provide a tangible sense of appreciation.
Finally, concluding with predictions of whether female Old Masters are on the brink of
their success or if there is still room for them to flourish.

5

1.1 Background
The Renaissance was a progressive period in some instances, but overall, traditional
gender roles were vastly embedded into society. Looking back at 16th century Bologna, it was a
paradox how women could pursue titles of artists, scholars, and professors.2 Humanism was the
backbone of the Renaissance; studies of antiquity drove new ways of thinking about the world
and society. In its entirety aimed to break free of small-minded thinking that resulted from
religion. The movement in its prime catered only to the elite female. Women of status or
daughters of artists were only able to pursue artistic endeavors. This percentage of privileged
females trickled down to only a selected amount obtaining high praises, becoming court artists,
and achieving fame beyond their home city-state, sometimes internationally.
In the Renaissance, the art market lived and breathed significantly differently compared
to today. Commissions came from either the church or aristocratic families. With the few
granted the luxury of academic pursuits, it continued to exist with limitations once the CounterReformation was put into motion. Artists of both genders felt the constraints of the CounterReformation. The Counter-Reformation was a movement by the Catholic church setting in
motion the sole production of biblical depictions for educational purposes. Tedious restraints
were set forth on women concerning educational accessibilities. This included prohibited from
studying human anatomy via a live nude model like their male counterparts. In addition,
acquiring fully clothed models for historical depictions was made difficult, adding to the reasons
women were often confined to solely depicting portraiture.
With countless limitations, women like Sofonisba Anguissola, Lavinia Fontana,
Artemisia Gentileschi, and Barbara Longhi chose the path to prevail and rise to be equal to their

2

Tufts, Eleanor May. “Successful 16th-Century Portraitist, Ms. Lavinia Fontana from Bologna.” ARTnews 73
(1974): 60.
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male counterparts. They were a force to be reckoned with in their profession. Although there are
previous notions connected with being a female artist of the Renaissance, those discussed are on
the contrary. The missing puzzle piece in history was that women were not just dabbling in their
fancies by creating art. Instead, they were in direct competition with male artists, eager to prove
their abilities are no less due to gender.

Sofonisba Anguissola (Italian 1532-1625)
Sofonisba Anguissola’s impressively made her mark without having an artist
background. Amilcare Anguissola was a humanist. Amilcare Anguissola put into reality the
progressive belief that daughters have the right just as much as sons to receive an education. As
a result, four of his six daughters became painters. With Sofonisba overshadowing her sisters,
her story is where one can see a woman titled as a professional for the first time. She is
considered one of the most successful female artists of the Renaissance. Unfortunately, it was
not customary for a woman to charge for her services, so she was unable to market her work in
the same way as a man. With a flair for depicting realistic human emotions in her portraits, she
was able to forge her path as a successful portraitist. Her mastery of facial expressions gave her
art a unique sense of personality versus other artists who represented their sitters expressionless.
The figures she paints radiate with emotion. Her talents in portraiture work were in high
demand. She received commissions and high titles. Her fame grew to such great lengths that the
Pope commissioned her, and King Phillip II of Spain sought her out. There she became a “lady
in waiting,” teaching Queen Isabella. The first court painter of King Phillip II was Alonso
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Sanchez Coello.3,4 Sofonisba had the same duties as a court painter but entered the court with a
lesser title due to her gender but eventually received a life-long pension. 5
Sofonisba influenced Michelangelo and Peter Paul Rubens, who copied some of her
artworks, and she was noted by Michelangelo, Vasari, and Van Dyck.6 Her command of
portraiture inspired Lavinia Fontana, visibly shown when comparing the identical compositions
of their Self-Portraits. Both tackled the style of Mannerism throughout their careers, Anguissola
more so than Fontana, who began to stray from the stylistic tendencies.

Lavinia Fontana (Italian 1552-1614)
Lavinia Fontana attained international fame without the title of court painter. Born in
Bologna, she was trained by her father, Prospero Fontana. Enthusiastic about her talents,
Prospero did not give Lavinia’s husband a dowry. Her husband was the Count of Imola, Gian
Paolo Zappi. A dowry became needless, with Lavinia becoming the breadwinner for her family
while birthing eleven children. She successfully built her career in portraiture and was the most
sought in Bologna for this genre. Her fees on group portraits were the highest of any other artist
at the time.
Lavinia took the rules and regulations of the Counter-Reformation as an opportunity. As
a result, she became the first woman to be commissioned for a religious altarpiece. Prior
commissions were confined to portraiture. An outlier amongst other female artists, she was the
first to “achieve recognition” in altar and historical painting. She was honored with commissions
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Buchholz, E. L. (2003). Sofonisba Anguissola . In Women artists (pp. 13–13). essay, Prestel.
Weidemann, C., Larass, P., & Klier, M. (2008). Sofonisba Anguissola . In 50 Women Artists You Should Know
(pp. 15–16). essay, Prestel.
5
Ibid
6
Sofonisba Anguissola, Renaissance Italian artist and female old master. Art Herstory. (2022, March 28). Retrieved
from https://artherstory.net/sofonisba-anguissola/
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from Pope Gregory XIII and Pope Clement VII. Her first commission with Pope Gregory XIII
opened doors, allowing the clergy to become commissioners as well. Not stopping there, she
displayed her independent studies of female anatomy through her depiction of Minerva
Dressing (Image 1), the last painting by her hand. This artwork was groundbreaking at the time
since females were not allowed to study live nude models. This is considered a Post-Tridente
painting since it was created after 1600, breaking from the stifled characteristic used to describe
Counter-Reformation period works. This iconic exit painting was one of over one hundred
paintings by her. In historical depictions, artists like Lavinia Fontana would use her high society
friends to pose for her. While she was idealized, one can still see a distinct likeness amongst her
sitters.

Artemisia Gentileschi (Italian 1593-1652)
Artemisia Gentileschi has the most surviving archival documents, giving her a richer
biography than the rest of these artists. Born in Rome, she was the daughter of Orazio
Gentileschi and Prudentia Montone. Prudentia passed away while Artemisia was only twelve
years old. Orazio, an established artist, trained Artemisia who showed artistic abilities early on
in her life. Her father arranged her marriage to Pierantonio Stiattessi. She moved to Striattessi’s
native city, Florence. Succeeding in her profession, commissions lead her to travel around Italy.
By the age of twenty-three, she became the first woman to be accepted into Florence’s
Accademia dell’Arte del Disegno. This academy was Europe’s first for drawing. Being a
student of the academy granted her privileges such as purchasing supplies and signing contracts.
Prior she would need permission from her father or husband.7 Artemisia went on to acquire
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Sofonisba Anguissola, Renaissance Italian artist and female old master. Art Herstory. (2022, March 28). Retrieved
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commissions by the Medici family along with other prominent patrons such as the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, Royal family of England, Barberini family, and so on.8 She became the court
painter of King Charles of England. Finally, she settled in Naples, where she worked and lived
until her death. Throughout all her success, sadly, she ended up struggling with financial issues
towards the end of her life.9
Her feminist flare that is embodied in her artwork came with a price. Prior to being wed
to Stiattessi, Artemisia was raped by her tutor, Agostino Tassi. Tassi was hired by her father to
develop Artemisia’s artistic skills further. After the horrific unfolding of events, Orazio took
Tassi to trial. Artemisia and Orazio won the trial, with Tassi’s sentence was banishment from
Rome.10 While her trauma does not define her, it is hard to explain Artemisia without
mentioning this section of her biography since many speculate it fueled her unique style.
Her dramatic depictions have categorized her as a Caravaggisti. The Caravaggisti style is
defined as high contrast, striking the viewer as a stage spotlight on the depicted scene.
Caravaggio achieved a volume of realism that was many times perceived as unsettling.11 Orazio
and Artemisia were had direct access to Caravaggio’s work since they knew him personally.
While they drew “inspiration, but their work retains a character all its own.”12 She also was
influenced by Guido Reni, who her and her father knew personally as well.13 By this point
Artemisia had already developed her artistic skills from her father, when they began to
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Weidemann, C., Larass, P., & Klier, M. (2008). Artemisia Gentileschi. In 50 Women Artists You Should Know (pp.
23–23). essay, Prestel.
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Fortune, J. (2020, October 8). Artemisia at London's National Gallery. The Florentine. Retrieved March 14, 2022,
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Gentileschi biography, Life & Quotes. The Art Story. (n.d.). Retrieved from
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/gentileschi-artemisia/life-and-legacy/
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Ibid
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Benay, E. (n.d.). Caravaggio and Caravaggisti in 17th-century Europe. Oxford Art Online. Retrieved from
https://www.oxfordartonline.com/page/Caravaggio-and-Caravaggisti-in-17th-Century-Europe/
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Waters, & Clement, C. E. (1904). Women in the fine arts : from the seventh century B.C. to the twentieth century
A.D. Boston and New York : Houghton, Mifflin and Company ; Cambridge : The Riverside Press.
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experiment and adapt the caravaggisti style they took in on as equals. With just Caravaggio
superior to her, she was considered to play a vital role in creating the Neapolitan School.
In the present day, Artemisia Gentileschi’s legacy has risen beyond all these other
women. She has become an iconic image of the feminist ‘me-too’ movement, with her life
events being aligned with the corresponding issues of today.

Barabara Longhi (Italian 1552-1638)
Barbara Longhi is the artist we know the least about, remaining in the shadows of the Old
Masters category. She was born, raised, and died in Ravenna, Italy. Barbara Longhi was the
daughter of the artist Maestro Luca de Longhi. He taught Barbara and her brother Francesco
their artistic skills. The dynamic of this trio became like a family business. Not to be confused
or interpreted that she was in the shadows of her father and brother. As a woman, she was a
distinguished artist in her own right. Barbara worked in her father’s workshop, recreating some
of his works, lending a helping hand in his commissions, all while creating her own art.
Unfortunately, the likeness in Barbara and Luca Longhi’s paintings makes it challenging
to differentiate the accurate depicter. Unlike other artists who traveled to Rome and beyond to
broaden and shape their artistic skills, she remained in her native city. Her lack of travel played
a part in her shortage of influence of the new Mannerism style. She stayed loyal to the morals
and style of the High Renaissance. Twelve of the fifteen works attributed to Barabara Longhi
are depictions of the Virgin and Child. There is only one portraiture work dedicated to her,
which is “remarkable” since her portraiture was in high praise and even complemented by the
head of the Academy of Bologna, Munizio Manfredi.14

14
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Historiography
The first art historian, Giorgio Vasari (1511-1574), was born in Arezzo, Italy. He
dabbled in the arts himself, not just a bystander, being an architect and painter to the Medici
family. Realizing his talent fell at mere mediocracy compared to the great artists he studied, and
of his time, he chose to document the facts of the art world around him. “The Lives of the Most
Excellent Painters, Sculptors and Architects” propagated the viability and prestige of an artist to
new heights. He had an eye for talent and became the pioneer of art history.15 He
enthusiastically wrote about some of these female artists.
Vasari was one of many admirers of Sofonisba Anguissola, making a note to mention her
within his authorship. Writing, “so excellently done that one fancies that they have breath and
life” when discussing The Chess Game. (Fig. 1) Sofonisba depicts three of her sisters playing
chess in front of the fireplace. Lucia is on the far left, the center is Europa, and on the right is
Minerva. The three look amused and giddy while a servant watches over them. The decision to
depict a servant was a representation of wealth. One can find the symbolism of wealth
throughout the entirety of the scene. The girls are indulging in the luxury of learning and playing
such a complex game of chess.
While Barbara Longhi was at the mere age of sixteen, Giorgio Vasari visited Ravenna.
Impressed by her talents, and seeing her potential, he even mentioned her within the 2nd edition
of his biographies. He wrote, “her clear lines and soft brilliance of her colors are unique.”
While Vasari writes promisingly about these women, he still followed the beliefs of the
donnesca mano, “a gender biased discourse of art criticism.”16 In Carlo Cesare Malvasia’s

15

Solomon, D. (2017, December 1). How Giorgio Vasari Invented Art History as We Know It. New York Times.
Rocco, P. (2006). "Petforming Female Artistie Identity: Lavinia Fontana, Elisabetta Sirani and the Allegorieal
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(1613-1693) Felsina pittrice; vite de' pittori bolognesi, his take on criticizing the female artist
was one of a kind. Through rough translation from Italian, there is clear praise to Lavinia
Fontana, who is stated to have a great inclination to painting.17 His biography on Elisabetta
Sirani is entirely on the contrary to the donesca mano18
The 1904 book, Women in the Fine Arts: from the Seventh Century B.C. to the Twentieth
Century A.D. briefly acknowledges notable women artists throughout these time periods.
Clement gives each woman deserving praise, noting Barabara Longhi’s works are housed in
good collections and institutions, including the Louvre. While mentioning Artemisia
Gentileschi, Clara Erskine Clement states, “Wagner says that she excelled her father in portraits
and her own likeness..” Comparing Lavinia Fontana to her father, Prospero, it states, “but the
work of his daughter was preferred before his own.”
There has been a considerable gap of mentions amongst history and textbooks spanning
centuries after Vasari. A lack of scholarship for these females has highly affected their inclusion
in today’s art market. Their value has plummeted well beneath other Old male Masters. Recent
scholarship shines a spotlight on these historical figures beginning in the 1970’s through the
1990’s. “Excluded from the patterns of an artistic lineage that secure ‘greatness’ as a male
prerogative.” is what Whitney Chadwick wrote in her book, Women, Art, and Society. “The
category ‘woman artist’ remains an unstable one, its meanings fixed only in relation to dominant
male paradigms of art and femininity.”

17

Malvasia, C. C. (1841). Felsina pittrice; vite de' pittori bolognesi, del conte Carlo Cesare Malvasia, con aggiunte,
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Artemisia Gentileschi who depicts various female nudes in her artworks with feminist
undertones. In 1649 Artemisia wrote, “A woman’s name raises doubts until her work is seen…”
Art historian, Sheila Barker wrote “Gentileschi navigated the male-dominated art world, fighting
against sexist societal norms with artistic skill, gumption, and a willingness to subvert
expectations of womanhood to her advantage.”19 Contemporary “seventeenth-century
biographers praised her a brilliant conversationalist and a witty epigrammatist.”20 Graf Aloys
Thomas Harrach was an eighteenth century collector of Artemisia’s work.21 Modern scholars
have observed her works becoming a manifestation of her emotions concerning the tragedy of
her rape. A feminist in her own regard, her depictions of Judith Beheading Holofernes
exemplified realism in both detail and emotion, straying from the morals of the CounterReformation. This deviance inspired other artists to follow suits, such as Caravaggio, Tintoretto,
and Orazio Gentileschi in interpreting this subject manner.
After the spike in scholarship highlighting Artemisia Gentileschi, one can see a spike in
exhibitions surrounding her to even more recent efforts of conservation dedicated to her works.
In 2001-2002, there was an exhibition: “Orazio and Artemisia Gentileschi: Father and Daughter
Painters in Baroque, Italy” exhibited at Museo del Palazzo di Venezia in Rome, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, and the Saint Louis Art Museum. Keith Christiansen and Judith W. Mann dive
deep into the life and work of these artists while addressing and criticizing previous notions
surrounding them. Being the first time exhibited together, Christiansen and Mann took the
opportunity to discuss and analyze difficulties attached to attribution. These issues for Artemisia
stemmed from the hesitance to place such artistic talent on a female, the documentation images

19

Migdol, E. (2022, February 3). How Artemisia Gentileschi Broke the ‘Dark Ceiling’ for Women Artists. Getty.
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of her work being of such low quality, lack of scholarly dedication, and even her recorded
birthdate being incorrect. In addition, Artemisia is known to sign her work and many works only
revealed her signature once restored. Mann and Christiansen even suggest the stereotype of
Artemisia’s Gentileschi’s strong feminist persona contributes to scholars having “certain
presumptions that she would not engage in conventional religious imagery such as the Madonna
and Child.”
Ladies Baroque. Artists XVI - XVII centuries in Italy featured Sofonisba Anguissola,
Artemisia Gentileschi, Fede Galia, Lavinia Fontana, and Elizabetta Sirani. Focusing on these
artists, emphasizing Artemisia’s role and influencing this artistic era. This exhibition taking
place from October 2018 through January 2019, brings the hot topic concerning the limitations
faced as a practicing female artist to a tangible exhibition. Works loaned from prominent
Borghese Gallery, Uffizzi Gallery, and Berlin Art Gallery. These fifty works where many were
debuted to the public for the first time.22
The Prado Museum and Curator Leticia Ruiz conducted the exhibition A Tale of Two
Women Painters: Sofonisba Anguissola and Lavinia Fontana from October 2019 until February
2020. This was the first time these women’s works were presented together. Highlighting the
legacy of these artists while addressing their “obscured artistic personalities.” The need for
publicity concerning proper notoriety was proven concrete in an art newspaper article.
Admitting, “Sofonisba Anguissola (1535-1625) and Lavinia Fontana (1552-1614) are two artists
I didn’t know.” Nevertheless, they praised the show while spreading the word.23 Ultimately, the
exhibition successfully generated awareness of these two Italian Renaissance artists.

22
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In 2020, the National Gallery of London decided to begin conservation on the works of
Artemisia Gentileschi. Accompanying this decision is the debut of “Artemisia,” by Letizia
Treves. “Artemisia’s” objective is to further document and give updates pertaining to this
exciting event. One can listen in via YouTube and Facebook channels.24 Notable that the
National Gallery adapting modern market strategies to increase engagement.
The National Gallery of Ireland launched Conservation and Research Project on Lavinia
Fontana’s The Visit of the Queen of Sheba to King Solomon (Fig. 2). The historical painting was
stabilized, had varnish and overpaint removal, surface adjustments, retouched, and treatment
done to the frame. The process was documented and accessible to the public via their website.25
This painting was purchased by the National Gallery of Ireland in 1872. Since it has been a
painting that has sparked interest amongst scholars one of the “crown jewels of the Gallery’s
Collection.”26 Eleanor Tufts (1974) compared and contrasted The Visit of the Queen of Sheba
with Nude Minerva Dressing (Fig. 3) observing the similarity in background.27 Reusing
backgrounds, subject matter, and models is a theme found when studying the work of Lavinia
Fontana and Artemisia Gentileschi. Lavinia Fontana is known to reuse models who once her
clientele to portray them as historical figures. The queen in The Visit of the Queen of Sheba was
recognized as Ginevra Aldrovandi Hercolani, one of Fontana’s patrons.28 These observations of
connoisseurship have supported causes misattribution.
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24
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25
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1.1 Misattributed Works
Misattributed works are a suffered plague that has infected the Old Masters market for
centuries. The core of this issue is a false sense of merit. When Attribution is held in question,
merit is the deciding component. Today, female Renaissance artists' drastic ratio of unknown art
is partly due to these works being hidden in plain sight. Their exclusion in art history until the
1970’s through 90’s caused these works to be misattributed to male counterparts. Unfortunately,
attributing to a male benefited the value since they were seen as more marketable and in higher
regard for quality. With broadening definitions of merit between male and female artists, the art
world is shifting. Many appropriate attributions are coming to light. Conservation projects and
x-ray technology help deliver accurate results along with connoisseurship studies.
Gender-biased contributions are not the sole cause of the plague of misattributed works.
The distinct styles of the Renaissance contribute to the difficulties of placing names on works of
art. Barbara and Luca Longhi’s style is difficult to distinguish, leading to many pieces most
likely being misattributed. The meagerness in her portfolio of portraits is a raise for concern
since she was commended for her talents in this genre.
In 2019, two works labeled Annibale Carracci (not included in his catalogue raisone)
were reattributed to Lavinia Fontana. A recent article in the daily art magazine lists female
artists that have been misattributed in the past, including Artemisia Gentileschi and Sofonisba
Anguissola. Other female artists included Judith Leyster, Marie-Denise Villers, and Caroline
Louisa Daly. Sofonisba Anguissola’s works are often difficult to distinguish because she rarely
signed her artwork. Her duties as a court painter were consisted of everything to its full extent
but lacked the official title. Due to being a female she was labeled, “lady in waiting.” The
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official court painter was Alonso Sánchez Coello. One can date back these misattributions to a
fire that destroyed many of Sofonisba Anguissola's works. Many works recorded to be by his
hand have been discovered Sofonisba Anguissola’s. With only recent recognition of this fault,
three centuries have passed. Other artists she's been mistaken for are Titian or Zurbaran. A
distinguishable element amongst paintings by Anguissola is her command on depicting hands.
She showed off her skills taught to her by Bernardino Gatti by painting hands in a U-Shape
position.29
In 2007, Jane Fortune authored an article announcing her puzzlement on their only being
one depiction of the Annunciation dedicated to a woman. That woman being Artemisia
Gentileschi. In her research, she also mentioned two Annunciation’s by Artemisia that have been
lost throughout time.30 Knowing what we know, could these paintings be not lost but
misattributed? Artemisia signed her works, her signature in cases discovered after the
conservation of a painting. Now many works are now being rightfully attributed to her. Mary
Garrard stated that the phenomenon of reattributing works to Artemisia is due to the “clear
definition” regarding her oeuvre. Susanna and the Elders (Fig. 4) was misattributed to her
father, Orazio Gentileschi rediscovered to be by her hand in the 1990’s. David and Goliath (Fig.
5) was just discovered in February 2022 to be Artemisia rather than Giovanni Francesco
Guerrieri (1589–1655), a student of Orazio.31
The oil on copper, Danae (Fig. 6) is a painting in particular that has been attributed to
both artists at one point. When sold at Sotheby’s 1986 Monaco Sale is was attributed to Orazio,
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while scholars debated that it was by Artemisia’s hand. (Hammer price was $78,000 equivalent
to about $201,914 today.)
The 1986 auction catalogue entry states, "Orazio Gentileschi has dealt with this theme
several times throughout his career, but each time on canvas and in large format. This artist also
reproduces a painting with the same composition of the reclining nude, on canvas and in large
format, found in a Roman collection. Curiously, its subject is no longer Danae but Cleopatra. In
this regard, the artist remarks both the belonging of the physical type of female nude to the
sensitivity of Artemisia Gentileschi and the striking resemblance of the face to others existing in
the undisputed works of Orazio."32 The Cleopatra positioning the catalogue is referring to is
Cleopatra (Fig. 7) by Artemisia Gentileschi, depicted between 1612 and 1620, around same time
as this disputed Danae. The model is positioned leaning back on a bed fitted with exquisite
fabrics, her hand placed upon her head with her other hand resting on her side. There are
staggering similarities between these two paintings; the minimal differences include the context
of the subject matter. Appearing to be the same model, in the same pose, lying on the same
white and red sheets.
In other words, the catalogue entry states that there is not a definitive answer on who the
true depicter of Danae could be. In some cases, Orazio and Artemisia worked on paintings
together, so it would not be so far-fetched that both artists had a hand in this depiction. Past
evaluations were given off the basis that male artists were of higher quality. When it comes to
Orazio and Artemisia Gentileschi, most conceptions view Orazio as the master and Artemisia the
pupil. Regarding overall painting methods, this is true, yet when it comes to the Caravaggsti
style, they would have been taking on this new trend together as peers.
32

Danae, Orazio Gentileschi Lot no.243 Sotheby’s Monaco Sale February 22, 1986
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This dispute about attribution was still unsettled at the time of the auction.
Unfortunately, the marketable decision was to attribute Danae to Orazio rather than Artemisia.
His market value was realized higher than his “pupil,” and as a result, the painting sold for a
higher price. Interestingly, the Saint Louis Museum, who acquired this work attributes it to
Artemisia. Googles Art and Culture also undisputedly recognizes this depiction to be by
Artemisia on their platform.
Reattribution has spurred demand and turned around the market for Renaissance female
artists. Previous arguments defending attribution to their male counterparts seem amateurish
compared to the knowledge uncovered. There is anticipation and a thirst for additional
revelations of unknown and misattributed works in years to come. To fully ensure appropriate
attributions, one must look beyond gender biases of merit. For example, in 1904, there was
speculation that some of Sofonisba Anguissola’s work has been misattributed to her over her
sisters’ due to merit. In particular, the portrait of Piermaria, a physician of Cremona, was signed
in red, “Lucia Anguissola Amilcares. F. Adolescens.” the Prado Museum claimed attribution to
Sofonisba.33
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Auction Sales
2.1 Financialization of the Art Market
With the foundation laid in this section, we will see if the concentration on the development
of scholarships correlates with auction prices. Many elements have a vital influence on the
estimated cost at an auction. Some of these are both valid and significant provenance. Proof of
origin exemplifies authenticity, and if that provenance includes a celebrity or a past king or
queen, the work becomes more valuable. Along with more obvious factors, the result of art's
condition and size determine the market price. Having a scholar’s approval for historical works
such as these is monumental for confidence in attribution and authentication amongst the art
world, thus creating a sense of security for the buyer. Unfortunately, specialists who may not
always be scholars approve many pieces at auction.
The luxury of commissioning and collecting art in the Renaissance was once limited to
royalty, aristocrats, and the church back in the Renaissance. Most well-known artists such as
Leonardo da Vinci, Botticelli, Artemisia Gentileschi, Michelangelo, and Peter Paul Rubens have
become timeless inspirations for generations. One can see their priceless masterpieces within
museums all over the world. Due to most historical artworks housed in institutions, the Old
Masters market is nowhere near as saturated as the Impressionist and Post-War and
Contemporary Art. The Old Masters market is not deemed the trophy market of the auction
world like Contemporary Art, where there is direct and consistent revenue. It is a broad market
since only these fantastic works of art are at auction occasionally. Scarcity can positively impact
auction sales; the demand is high, but quantity is low. Those who collect from this market want
quality and rare examples of exceptional craftsmanship.
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In 1986 the Sotheby’s Auction House brought in about $65million during an Impressionist
evening sale. However, a profitable sale, the market is not guaranteed to perform as such.
Parallel with the market crash, nothing was sold during these years.34
Despite that, recent record-breaking auction sales have reminded the art world that the Old
Masters market remains to stick around for a while. Although Old Masters accounted for only
11% of auction turnovers in 2020, Lots sold overall were up 7% in 2020 amidst the pandemic.
In 2021, Sandro Botticelli was ranked number one in the Top Ten Artist Records. Portrait of a
Young Man Holding a Roundel (Fig. 8) sold at $92,184,000 at Sotheby’s. For a market that
previously only accounted for 11%, it states when the most desirable come up at auction. Again
at the start of 2022, Botticelli’s Man of Sorrows (Fig. 9), making headlines being sold at
$45,419,700. Initially, with only three bidders interested, it performed exceptionally well. Of
course, in this case, artists like Sandro Botticelli or Leonardo da Vinci are outliers amongst the
Old Masters. Nevertheless, these are the artist’s that forge the market, keeping it alive and well.
The reputable market would be Post-War and Contemporary, whose auction sales drive
consistently higher prices if one were to invest. Drivers between the Old Masters and
Contemporary are an opposite phenomenon. While scholarship has resulted in confidence
amongst the Old Master market, scholarship needs to catch up with the Contemporary market.
Recently, an artist like Jean-Michel Basquiat has been noted as worth more than Andy Warhol.
Basquiat, an artist from the ’80s, is only now reaching ‘viral’ heights in his fame. His market is
moving at higher speeds than his scholarship.
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Artists such as Basquiat or Warhol are labeled as ‘blue-chip artists’ or, in other words,
deemed a “reliable investment, though less secure than gilt-edged stock.”35 In 2019, blue-chip
artists had a more “moderate growth rate” than the S&P 500 by 3.3% according to Artprice’s
data. Outperforming the S&P 500 is quite a big deal, even with the data not accounting for the
outstanding performances of the Old Masters in the second semester.36 In 2019, there were no
additional female artists added to Artprice’s blue-chip index. Those included are Yayoi Kusama
(B. 1929), Joan Mitchell (1925-1992), Louise Bourgeois (1911-2010), and Barbara Hepworth
(1903-1975). Old Masters are unlikely to be ‘blue-chip.’ The index only has two Old Masters
who are Dong Qichang (Chinese 1555-1636) and Wen Zhengming (Chinese 1470-1559), both
contributing .4% shares37.
Female Old Masters are a curious and attractive part of the market from the market
perspective. Experts did not always view them as such, and the reason was because of little art
or historical literature. The Old Masters market prefers firm authorship to be proven by field
experts. Scholarship drives market prices up by giving confidence to the buyer. If the recordbreaking Salvator Mundi (Fig. 10) were by a lesser-known artist, the outcome would be
completely different. At the same time, this painting was controversial amongst da Vinci
scholars, the experts who acknowledged the Salvator Mundi as an original da Vinci influenced
the auction results. Leonardo da Vinci is a popular research subject amongst scholars. One can
assume that development in the scholarship of female Old Masters one can think will eventually
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drive up estimated prices. Although they have, in some respect, none have reached the heights
of da Vinci or Botticelli.
A significant role in appreciation amongst artists is the financialization of the art market. Up
until now, collectors bought solely on passion and bias. Billionaires are on the rise, and more
people worldwide have disposable income. The next generation of collectors view art as an
alternative asset and are more intentional in their choices of artists. The art world is deemed
more accessible with online auctions. The art market is expanding, especially with this new
generation of buyers. The move to online sales has become a priority to dealers.38 Global sales
accumulated $951 million from 17,400 lots sold for 2021.39 Some even suggest an investment in
art is a way to hedge against inflation. In the Artnet article by Katya Kazakina, her research
indicates that the demand for art with the notion of acquiring it to hedge against inflation is not a
proven fact. Although, inflation will create a negative effect on galleries resulting in rising
prices.40
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2.3 Analyzing Turnover Tables
Unfortunately, this might be the canon of recognition and success with artists like
Barabara Longhi since information concerning her is scarce. Only six paintings were
represented at auction over the past twelve years. Her scarcity seems to have established a
steady market value; prices have stayed in a consistent range of $12,000-$30,00 with the few
works that appeared at auction. Concerningly, her record sale was her debut at auction in 2005.
Dama con l'unicorno,(Fig. 12) sold for a $35,212 premium at Porro & C. in Milan, Italy. It is
highly likely that she will remain a background figure in comparison to these other artists.
The range of market prices for these female artists are in the thousands and hundreds of
thousands. The exception is Artemisia Gentileschi, who only recently has had works reach a
realized price in the millions Nevertheless, she is climbing the ladder in the market exceptionally
well. Moreover, her chart shows a healthy exponential line of growth. The recent surge of
scholarship and exhibitions surrounding her is vital in appreciating her market value. While she
is more than what she became victim to, her rape is unequivocally transparent in her chosen
subject matter. Previous depictions of females were submissive and timid.

Her command of

portraying females as strong heroines individualizes her and distinguishes her brand.
Unfortunately, the feminist persona that has established her brand in modern times negatively
affects it. A total of fifteen works went unsold, ranging from 1993 to 2020. These paintings are
not shy of artistic skill, but there is depravity of feminist nuances. Tragically, that has left these
works completely undesirable at auction.
In May 2021, Artemisia and Sofonisba Anguissola dominated the Van Ham Sale. Both
paintings received the blessing of scholars backing up the estimated prices. Portrait of a
Child (Fig. 13) by Sofonisba Anguissola went above the estimate of about $36784.65-$47294.55
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with the hammer price of $61,009.97. Amongst her turnover chart, it ranks amongst her average
market value. Mary Magdalene (Fig. 14) by Artemisia Gentileschi sold for $54,231.08, also
above the estimate of $31,529.70-$42,039.60. Artemisia had her record-breaking year in 2019
with Lucretia (Fig. 15). According to Artprice, her ranking was 37 in 2022 and 402 in 2021.
Given her record-breaking auction in 2019, there seems to be a stabilization beginning to form
since. Art History News claims this Van Ham Sale is an example of possible appreciation of the
female Old Masters.41
Sofonisba Anguissola was not thoroughly entwined with the market during her lifetime in
many situations, not even profiting from her work; today, with many of her artworks appearing
at auction, she is very much a player. Anguissola’s auction sales have lacked in quantity over
the past two decades. In 1988, the sale of Double Portrait of a Lady Standing Three Quarter
Length in a Red Dress and her Daughter in an Orange Dress and a Dog (Fig. 16) sold with BP
at $103,213, ranging in the middle of the estimated price between $85,300 - $136,480. Her
record sale was in 2011 at $386,144 with BP with her Portrait of Archduchess Johanna of
Austria (1547-1578) (Fig. 17). Comparing sale prices that span over two decades, there is almost
no appreciation in value for Sofonisba Anguissola. Alonso Sánchez Coello’s chart shows similar
results, with little to no appreciation in market value.
Lavinia Fontana seems to have the most activity amongst her sales from 2000. The
majority performed below $200,000. From 2007 to 2012, her market saw its climax, with works
selling above average. Viewing her Turnover chart, the exponential line of growth has a gradual
and consistent upwards curve. Looking closer the bars fluctuate. Like Artemisia, there are
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characteristics collectors are looking for when acquiring a work by Lavinia Fontana. Selling at
$602,500 with BP, Portrait of Bianca degli Utili Maselli, half-length, in an interior, holding a
dog and surrounded by six of her children (Fig. 18) is aligned with the historiography of
Lavinia’s most well-known and desired work. A portrait that includes children and a dog, which
is a staple of Lavinia’s career.
Her contemporary, Annibale Carracci, carved his name in art history by branching out
from biblical depictions. Painting genre paintings or mundane compositions was criticized, yet
privilege allowed a man to explore this new path. This privilege leads him to create his school to
lead this new wave of art. Fontana never adapted the Carracci style. It would have been unlikely
it was approved since it already came with immense controversy. He ranked drastically below
Artemisia according to Artprice at 1,316 in 2021. Closer in rank with Lavinia, who is at 1,612
on Artprice’s list. Annibale has a broad range of mediums. For equivalent comparisons, his chart
focuses on his paintings at auction. His market generated a lot of activity in the 80’s whereas the
females were at the forefronts of their revivals.
Compared to a male contemporary, like Guido Reni, whose lowest sale price at auction is
about the average of Lavinia’s best. Unlike Lavinia, he has many paintings sold at auction,
creating a larger market for collectors. He consistently sells paintings each year, but he too has
his fair share of unsold works of art. With the surplus of work available each year, his
appreciation is minimal. On the other hand, Artemisia sets a higher record than Guido Reni.
Biases of auction estimates stemmed from a false conception of merit. Auction sales prior
to the 21st century are difficult to navigate. Those teased out show explicit biases. Such biases
lead to the false attribution of Danae to reach a higher bid. Market analysis of these Italian
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artists is complext due to the scarcity of the market. The majority of works are unknown,
limited, or primarily housed within museums.

2.4 Orazio and Artemisia Gentileschi
Today we see a rise in auction sales, particularly regarding Artemisia Gentileschi.
Artemisia's tremendous success is correlated with scholarship and the intersection of her image
and legacy, becoming a modern icon for the feminist movement. Her persona has established
her legacy immortal, placing her in a new era of history. However, she still appears lower in
value, regardless of her viral celebrity to her father, Orazio Gentileschi. Ironically there are no
projections on Artprice analyzing Orazio Gentileschi, Artemisia’s analytics taking priority,
although her father’s sales outperform. With the excitement of the revival of Artemisia
Gentileschi, it has not transpired at the equivalent level to her auction sales. Only in 2018 has
her market broken out into the millions. Orazio's first sale in the millions was in 1995. Orazio
holds the record over her daughter, with his highest work sold at auction, Danae, sold for
$30,490,000 with Buyer’s Premium. The oil on canvas set the record in 2016 for Orazio at
Sotheby’s. The estimate ranged from $25,000,000-$35,000,000. This is a huge gap compared to
Artemisia’s Danae.
During the '90s to the early 2000s, a few of Artemisia's works went unsold. That shows
there was no immediate correlation with historiography. For example, St Catherine of
Alexandria (Fig. 19 ) appeared at auction three times. First, offered at Sotheby's New York on
May 20, 1993, lot 55, and bought in against $50-70,000, the same painting was 'bought in' again
at Sotheby's New York on May 19, 1994, against $40-60,000. That painting eventually sold at
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Christie's New York on April 6, 2006, lot 247, for a $54,000 premium. Finally, it sold at
Sotheby's London on December 4, 2019, lot 13, for $245,560 (187,500 GBP premium).
This particular case is attractive due to the number of times collectors were uninterested
in acquiring this work of art, in other words, bought in. Regardless, the work has appreciated
over double the amount in just thirteen years. The reasoning goes back to scholarship driving the
market for the Old Masters. Artemisia has become more desirable amongst collectors.
Acquiring works by Artemisia Gentileschi have true investment potential. St Catherine of
Alexandria was sold in the same year as Artemisia's record-breaking sale of Lucretia for $5.3
million in November 2019. There was a drastic difference between these two price points, but
the headliner of this record-breaking sale positively affected selling St Catherine of
Alexandria. With the establishment of Artemisia Gentileschi as a feminist amongst the modern
lens, the distinction between auction prices becomes tangible.
Lucretia embodies all that has transpired within Artemisia's life, and hardship manifested
into a remarkable work of art. The story of Lucretia mirrors that of Artemisia. She was raped by
the son of the king of Rome, Sextus Tarquinius. She consulted her father and husband, the
nobleman Lucius Tarquinius Collatinus to pursue her deepened appetite for revenge. In the
moment's passion, which overflowed with emotions, Lucretia stabbed herself. Her death sent an
uproar throughout the kingdom that resulted in her martyrdom and a rebellion.42
The Getty Museum of Art acquired Lucretia, now installed in their permanent collection.
Unfortunately, Lucretia will never be seen again on the market, and if so, way after any of our
lifetimes. While St Catherine of Alexandria exemplifies the qualities of great artistic precision
and skill, the subject matter lacks the dramatic feminist flare that has defined Artemisia's
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persona. Applauding accessibility to appreciate Lucretia in an educational institution comes at a
cost to the market. However, the minute quantity of works, with many acquired by museums,
holds the Old Masters market with a questionable future.
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Conclusion
Just like the S&P 500, the economy plays a factor. If art as a way to hedge against
inflation proves factual, a crash in the market will only be a temporary silence amongst auctions.
Much like the disappearance of sales between 1990-1993. While new collectors are buying into
the craze of hedge against inflation, majority who collect Old Masters are in it for the love and
appreciation of art. Mindsets of investment are in the new era of art collecting. While Old
Masters are a rarity to be labeled ‘blue-chip,’ it has not stopped record-breaking sales and the
continuation of buyers in this market. Ultimately, the Old Master’s market is solid and continues
to withstand time.
The world is beginning to view female Old Masters through a modern lens. Amongst the
most prominent Old Masters appreciation in value is evident when analyzing auction sales.
Assuming the focus on highlighting female Renaissance artists continues, one can predict
auction estimates and realized prices will continue to follow suit. A noticeable spike in auction
estimates with Artemisia Gentileschi and Lavinia Fontana can already be seen.
Although they are rising, their sales still plummet below fellow male artists of her contemporary.
An immediate correlation was a non-factor. From Artemisia’s multiple bought-in works
at auction in the 90’s through early 2000’s exemplify the lack of recognition.
Tufts, Barker, and other art historians write about in their research. Today, Artemisia is a ‘breakthrough’ Old Master in market performance. Appreciation in her market value can only be due
to the escalation in scholarship. Museums are scrambling to acquire female Old Masters to show
diverse representation in their collections.
There is not an overpowering correlation thus far between historiography and
appreciation in auction estimates/sales with female Old Masters. Bringing the female artist to
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the forefront has only just made its debut. Now that female Old Masters are rightfully
recognized with absolute praise, the market may witness these females surpassing their male
counterparts in success. Yet, there is still much to be accounted for when evaluating paintings
entering the market from private collections. Amidst the craze of these women’s revival, the
parallels of appreciation are ultimately disappointing. In conclusion, female Renaissance artists
are still undervalued, including Artemisia Gentileschi. While some think current record sales are
the threshold, these Italian artists have more room to grow.
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